Rock Band 4 Wireless Fender Stratocaster Guitar Controller for Xbox
One - Black Review-2021

Two sets of fret buttons unleash blazing guitar solos in Rock Band 4's new Freestyle Guitar Solos
Activate Overdrive and rack up the points with a redesigned tilt sensor
The Guitar Controller's new auto-calibration sensor makes it quick and easy to sync the Guitar
Controller with your video game system
Compatible with Rock Band VR on Oculus Rift via the Microsoft Xbox Wireless Adapter for Windows
Ignite the Crowd
The Rock Band 4 Wireless Fender Stratocaster Guitar Controller lets you live out your inner rock
fantasies. Become a guitar legend by inventing unique solos in the gameâ€™s flagship feature â€“
Freestyle Guitar Solos.
The Shape of Rock
Fenderâ€™s Stratocaster has been a defining symbol of rock nâ€™ roll for decades. Today, the
guitar that helped form the sound and style of modern rock is the inspiration of the Wireless Guitar
Controller you can play on your Xbox One console.
The Guitar Controller boasts two sets of fret buttons, plus a new tilt sensor that activates Overdrive
with precision. Bend notes with the whammy bar, and the silent strum bar puts clicks on the lowest
setting. And, a built-in system automatically ensures the Guitar Controller is in sync with your TV.
Rule the Stage
Low-Latency Wireless Connection
2 Sets of Fret Buttons
Redesigned Tilt Sensor
Auto-Calibration Sensor Accurately Syncs Guitar Controller
Built-In Control Panel
Supports Left- and Right-Handed Gameplay
Double the Shredding
Two sets of fret buttons unleash blazing guitar solos in Rock Band 4â€™s new Freestyle Guitar
Solos. The bottom set is ideal for finger tapping through speedy sets. And thereâ€™s no better way
to enliven the crowd with your impressive guitar skills.
Precision Overdrive Activation
Activate Overdrive and rack up the points with a redesigned tilt sensor. Featuring an improved
accelerometer, we've sharpened its ability to sense when you've titled your Guitar Controller. This
new feature is crucial for scoring big in the game's new Freestyle Guitar Solos.
Auto-Calibration is Easier than Ever
Built-in auto-calibration sensor makes it quick and easy to sync the Guitar Controller with your video
game system. Simply select auto-calibration, follow the onscreen prompts and get ready to play.
Works seamlessly with standard and HDTVs.
Wireless Independence
The last thing you want during an epic guitar solo is the threat of tripping over wires. Boasting
wireless connectivity and improved component quality throughout â€“ now you'll never miss a note.
Total Control
Donâ€™t bother keeping your Xbox One controller at the ready, just for menu navigation. A built-in
control panel contains everything you need to start rocking. Take full command of the game with a
d-pad, plus View, Menu, and Xbox buttons.
Rock All Night
No need to fret about your axe losing juice during an extended set. The included batteries energize
your Wireless Guitar Controller for up to 30 hours â€“ enough power to rock all night long.
Supports Left- and Right-Handed Gameplay
Righties and southpaws are both free to rock on common ground. Simply unscrew and move the
peg at the top of the Guitar Controller. Attach the included strap to prep for your next jam session.
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